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In this classic book, a winsome, winning inchworm is proud of his ability to measure anything under

the sun.
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Once upon a time there was a cute, little, green inch worm hanging out on a piece of grass. One

day, a robin came up to eat him, but the inch worm talked the robin into letting him measure the

robin's tail. Being such a useful worm, the robin did not eat him, but took him to other birds so that

they could have something measured by the smart inch worm. Finally, a nightingale told the worm to

measure his song or he would eat the little inch worm. Using his little worm brain, the inch worm

began measuring the song until he had inched away to safety.This wonderful book, written and

illustrated by Leo Lionni, won the Caldecott Honor in 1961. He has taken a little worm and made the

reader fall in love with it through the worm's usefulness in measuring and his cunning ability to

escape the hungry nightingale. Even though there are many different scenes, with many various

shades of green on them, Lionni has illustrated the little worm in such a way that the reader can

always point him out. Children would enjoy finding the worm on each page, especially at the end of

the book when he is hiding from the nightingale. Also, we always see the story from an outside

perspective; eye level with the grass. It is as if we are another small animal looking in on the

story.The background of each page is pretty much the same. All Lionni has illustrated on each page



is the worm and the other details that are needed during that part of the story. For example, while

the inch worm is measuring the legs of the heron, Lionni has only portrayed the heron with the worm

inching down its leg. I think this technique is good for younger audiences because it helps children

focus on the story and keeps their attention for more specific details.

This is the story of one very smart little inchworm. As the story begins, he is about to be an addition

to a robin's meal as the robin is hungry and the little inch was quite available. But unfortunately for

the robin, this was one fast thinking little worm and he convinces the robin that he is a very useful

creature. He offers to measure the robin's tail. Of course the robin is quite impressed (he found that

his tail was five inches long, which pleased him greatly) so he takes the little worm to the other

birds.And so the measuring begins; a flamingo's neck, a toucan's beak, legs of a heron and a

pheasant's tail. This goes on until the nightingale arrives and demands that his song be measured

or he will eat the little inchworm. Is disaster about to befall the little green guy? How on earth do you

measure a nightingale's song? Is our little measuring worm about to become a meal and is there no

escape?Well folks, you have to remember that this little worm is a bright little worm and his thinking

ability under pressure certainly surpasses mine! All ends well, but you will have to read the story of

how the singing bird was outwitted.Of course this Caldecott award wining author has not slacked off

on this illustrations one bit. They are as colorful, as original and playful as any of his other work. The

combination of Lionni's words, story telling skills, ability to simplify the complex and his beautiful art

work are truly amazing. I am not sure how he was able to sustain his high quality output over the

years, but he certainly pulled it off.This little work is ideal for the classroom or personal library. There

are so many lessons to be learned here...thinking fast not being the least.
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